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(54) A METHOD FOR ADMINISTRATING PACKAGES OF SHUFFLED PLAYING CARDS

(57) The present invention has been devised in view
of an object of providing a method for administrating a
package of shuffled playing cards to prevent fraud ex-
changes of cards in casinos.

The administrating system 7 is programmed to cal-
culate places and a number of all packages 2 of shuffled
playing cards at each places of the backyard 8, the places
of playing tables 11, places of carriers 9 and the dispo-
sition place 10 by using information obtained by the load-
ing step and unloading step and the administrating sys-
tem 7 calculates by every ID codes bases 1) places of
all packages registered by the registering step for regis-
tering to a data base of administrating system 7 and each
number of packages place by place from the information
obtained from both the loading step and the unloading
step. And then the administrating system 7 is pro-
grammed to recognize whether or not there is a lost pack-
age by comparing the information of all ID cords regis-
tered in registering step with the ID cords at each every
places of all packages obtained at the calculating step
from both the loading step and the unloading step and
reporting about the lost package to an administrating sec-
tion or to a main administration organization.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a method for
administrating a package of shuffled playing cards in ca-
sinos or other card game facilities using card game tables
to prevent packages of cards from being lost or replaced
during operation of casinos which use a large number of
packages of cards.

Background Art

[0002] Baccarat and Black Jack are of the many live
table games played in casinos or gaming establishments.
These games use a standard deck of 52 playing cards
and are usually dealt from a shoe having multiple decks
(6 to 9 or 10 decks) that have been shuffled together prior
to the beginning of play. When operating people (here-
inafter "the dealer") in casinos deliver playing cards to a
game table for plays in such games, the cards sequence
of multiple decks from the shoe will decide games (win-
ners or winning hands). A predetermined number of
decks of game cards are shuffled in a random order (se-
quence) and individually packaged as one package for
these purposes before casinos use these packages.
[0003] Any loss or exchange of cards should not occur
in casinos, because once some one reads the sequence
of the package of cards and return the package in casi-
nos, one can predict the results of games when dealer
uses the read package.
[0004] To assure fair games by preventing such loss
or exchanges of package of shuffled game cards in ca-
sinos, the casinos should administrate package of shuf-
fled game cards so that games at tables are played prop-
erly (i.e. there is no exchange of the package of shuffled
game cards or any other accidental or fraudulent acts
etc.). A package of shuffled game cards is known and is
disclosed in Patent Literature 1: (US Patent Publication
2010/0327525).

Patent Literature

[0005] [Patent Literature 1] US Patent Application Pub-
lication No. 2010/0327525

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0006] The present invention provides a real-time mon-
itoring of the package of shuffled game cards in casinos
and enables the casino to stop a game immediately when
something unexpected happens by administrating the
whole package of shuffled game cards in casinos. This
administrating is important because he or she may know
the sequence of the shuffled playing cards on the table
once it had been lost in the casino.

[0007] The present invention has been made in view
of the above problem, and aims to provide a package of
shuffled game cards monitoring system with which it is
possible to allow a casino to stop any suspicious package
of shuffled game cards in the casino, by administrating
the whole package of shuffled game cards in casinos.
[0008] When operating people in casinos distribute the
packages of playing cards to game tables for plays, any
loss of package or an exchange of packages should not
occur. For example, if some of cards or whole package
of cards in which the sequence of these cards are pre-
liminary read or exchanged by someone during a delivery
of packages to a game table, he or she may win the
games at the table to which the exchanged or read pack-
age delivered.

Solution to Problem

[0009] To solve the above conventional problems, the
present invention provides a system for administrating a
package of shuffled playing cards, wherein
a predetermined number of decks of game cards are
shuffled in a random order and individually packaged as
one package, an unique ID code is attached to the pack-
age of each unique shuffled game cards
the system having
one or more ID code reader(s) for reading all of ID codes
of the packages which have been brought into a pit for a
game table,
an administrating controller for monitoring each ID code
of all existing packages of shuffled game cards at the pit
with obtaining each ID codes of all existing packages of
shuffled game cards at the pit by the ID code reader(s),
the ID code reader(s) is also disposed at the game table
for reading the ID code of the packages at the game table
to identify the package which will be the next use for a
card dealing shoe,
wherein,
the ID codes of the packages for the next use is examined
whether it is the one properly arrived on the game table
or the one arrived at proper timing or period of time by
the administrating controller.
[0010] To solve the above conventional problems, the
present invention provides a method for administrating
a package of shuffled playing cards,
wherein
a predetermined number of decks of game cards are
shuffled in a random order and individually packaged as
one package, an unique ID code is attached to the pack-
age of each unique shuffled game cards
and
the packages of shuffled game cards are carried from a
backyard to pits for game tables and game tables,
the method having,
a registering step for registering all of ID codes of the
packages which have been brought into a back yard in
a data base,
an administrating step for reading all of the ID codes of
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packages which have been brought into a pit and moni-
toring each ID code of all existing packages of shuffled
game cards at the pit by obtaining each ID codes of all
existing packages of shuffled game cards at the pit by ID
code reader(s),
wherein,
in the administrating step at the pit all of ID codes of the
packages is examined whether it is the one preliminarily
brought into the back yard and having been registered
in the data base or not.
[0011] The method for administrating a package of
shuffled game cards according to this invention, the reg-
istered ID codes of the packages in the data base may
be deleted or acknowledged as after having used when
the ID code of the package is read by an ID code reader
at the game table. The ID codes of the packages read
for the next use may be examined by the administrating
controller whether it is the one properly arrived on the
game table or the one arrived at proper timing or period
of time that may be properly arrived on the game table
or the one arrived at proper timing or period of time by
judging at least one of the followings;

1) whether it was carried through predetermined de-
livery rout,
2) whether it was missing one,
3) whether it has not been registered,
4) whether it has been unused in the pit more than
predetermined period,
5) whether it was carried from unexpected pit or with-
out passing any pit,
6) whether it had been used at any of game tables
in the past.

[0012] The method for administrating a package of
shuffled game cards according to this invention, the ad-
ministrating step further may have a step for administrat-
ing whether or not all of registered ID codes of the pack-
ages in the data base have been deleted or acknowl-
edged as after having used during certain period of time.
A pallet ID or a carton ID may be used for registering ID
codes of the packages which have been brought into the
back yard. The administrating step further may have a
step for administrating whether or not there is any pack-
age which has not been used at the game tables during
certain period of time.
[0013] A keeping box for containing plurality of pack-
ages of shuffled game cards for the method for adminis-
trating a package of shuffled game cards according to
our invention may have reader(s) for reading the ID codes
of packages of shuffled game cards in the keeping box,
a communication means for sending information ob-
tained by the reader to outside the keeping box and a
lock means to prevent taking off the package from the
keeping box.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0014]

[Figure 1] Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a package
and an unpackaged shuffled playing cards to be
used in a card dealing shoe of the system for admin-
istrating a package of shuffled playing cards accord-
ing to the embodiment of the present invention.
[Figure 2] Fig. 2 is a diagram schematically showing
the entirety of a system for administrating a package
of shuffled playing cards according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention.
[Figure 3] Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the shuffled
playing cards to be carried from a factory to a back-
yard and pits of casino tables as a package or carton,
of pallet according to one embodiment of the present
invention.
[Figure 4A] Fig. 4A is a perspective view showing a
keeping box according to an embodiment of the
present invention in which the keeping box can keep
a plurality of packages and has one bar code reader.
[Figure 4B] Fig. 4B is a perspective view showing a
keeping box according to an embodiment of the
present invention in which the keeping box can keep
a plurality of packages and has a plurality of bar code
readers.
[Figure 4C] Fig. 4C is a perspective view showing a
keeping box according to an embodiment of the
present invention in which the keeping box can keep
the package for next game under the game table.
[Figure 5] Fig. 5 is a perspective view schematically
showing the entirety of a table game system accord-
ing to 2nd embodiment of the present invention.
[Figure 6] Fig. 6 is a perspective view of shuffled
playing cards to be used in the table game system
according to the embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
[Figure 7] Fig. 7 is a diagram showing a general con-
figuration of the card shoe apparatus 2nd embodi-
ment of the present invention.
[Figure 8] Fig. 8 is a plan view of a card according
to the embodiments of the present invention.
[Figure 9] Fig. 9 is an enlarged plan view showing a
main portion of a card guide of the card shoe appa-
ratus, in which the card guide is partially broken.
[Figure 10] Fig. 10 is a diagram showing the relation
between the output waves from sensors and marks
in the card shoe apparatus.
[Figure 11] Fig. 11(a) is an enlarged cross-sectional
view of a card entry/exit restriction means that re-
stricts the entry/exit of cards from a card housing unit
of the card shoe apparatus, and
Fig. 11(b) is an enlarged cross-sectional view of a
variation of the card entry/exit restriction means.
[Figure 12] Fig. 12 is a plan view of a card according
to 3rd embodiment of the present invention.
[Figure 13] Fig. 13 is an enlarged plan view showing
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a main portion of a card guide of the card shoe ap-
paratus, in which the card guide is partially broken.
according to 3rd embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
[Figure 14] Fig. 14 is a diagram schematically show-
ing the entirety of a table game system according to
an embodiment of the present invention.
[Figure 15] Fig. 15 is a perspective view of shuffled
playing cards to be used in the table game system
according to the embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
[Figure 16] Fig. 16 is a perspective view of shuffled
playing cards to be carried from a factory to a casino
as a package, cartons and a form of pallet according
to one embodiment of the present invention.
[Figure 17] Fig. 17 shows a situation wherein cartons
on pallets containing packages brought into a back-
yard with a cargo.
[Figure 18] Fig. 18 is a diagram schematically show-
ing the entirety of a system for administrating a pack-
age of shuffled playing cards.
[Figure 19] Fig. 19 shows information flow in a sys-
tem for administrating a package of shuffled playing
cards.

Description of Embodiments

Embodiment 1

[0015] An embodiment of a system for administrating
a package of shuffled playing cards will be described
below. Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a package of shuf-
fled playing cards and a card dealing shoe to be used in
table games in casinos. Fig. 2 is a diagram schematically
showing the entirety of a system for administrating a
package of shuffled playing cards in casinos according
to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0016] The cards 1 of each shuffled playing cards 1s,
which made up of a predetermined number of decks (nor-
mally, 6, 8, 9 or 10 decks), are shuffled in a random order
to be arranged in a unique and random arrangement or-
der and packaged as package 2 with a uniquely identifi-
able shuffled card ID (as a bar code 3 or a RFID tag etc.)
as a ID code 4 in a factory 5. In this embodiment the ID
code 4 is attached to the package 2 in a form of a barcode
3 (it may be 2-dimentional code like QR code) or a RFID
tag etc. for a barcode reader R of a card dealing shoe S
or other RFID tag reading means (not shown). The pack-
age 2 is sealed with a sealing material or a shrink pack-
aging material in a factory 5 (see Fig. 2).
[0017] The administrating system 7 in casinos 6 is used
for administrating whether or not any package 2 is lost
or exceeding from ones accepted in a backyard 8 of ca-
sino 6. If there is any lost or missing of package 2 there
might have been the case when someone had broken
package 2 and read the order of cards in the package 2
or made their own cards mixed to or exchanged some
cards in the package 2 to their falls cards preliminary

arranged in a certain sequence and returned the package
to the pit or tables of the casino be used at game tables
to win games. To solve the above problems, the present
administrating system 7 provides administrations or
monitoring of all packages 2 of shuffled playing cards in
casino 6.
[0018] The packages 2 with barcodes 3 as unique ID
codes are supplied to a backyard 8 of casino 6. All of ID
codes 4 of the packages 2 which have been brought into
the backyard 8 are registered to a data base 7b (in mem-
ories etc.) of administrating system 7 (as a registering
step for registering all ID code 4 to the data base). In this
stage all of ID codes 4 (barcode 3 (it may be 2-dimentional
code like QR code)) of the packages 2 which have been
brought into the backyard 8 are registered for making the
basic data base. To register all of ID codes of the pack-
ages 2 supplied to casinos 6 they may use a data from
a factory or Carton ID 30 or pallet ID 40 instead of reading
all of barcodes 3 of the packages. To register or read the
ID code 4 the cameras 12 or reading devices for RFID
tag (not shown) may be used instead of by the barcode
reader R in this embodiment of the present invention.
The packages may be carried by cartons CA (and several
cartons CA may be on a pallets PA) from the factory etc.
which are containing 18 packages of shuffled playing
cards 1s (see Fig. 3). The carton ID 30 or the pallet ID
40 may be used for registering ID codes of the packages
2 from the factory 5 which have been brought into the
backyard 8.
[0019] The packages 2 with barcodes 3 are stored in
a carton CA and cartons CA are on a pallet PA during
being delivered to casino 6 and stored at the backyard 8
(see fig. 3). Unique carton ID 30 is attached to each carton
CA and unique pallet ID 40 is attached to each pallet PA.
The carton IDs 30 are preliminary registered in a data
base 7b of administrating system 7 associated with the
ID codes of the packages being stored in the carton CA.
The pallet ID 40 is preliminary registered in the data base
7b of administrating system 7 associated with the cartons
ID 30 and ID codes of the packages 2 on corresponding
pallet PA. Every ID codes of the packages 2 are associ-
ated with the carton ID 30 and pallet ID 40 on which the
packages 2 are stored.
[0020] Fig. 17 shows the above situation wherein the
cartons CA on the pallets PA containing packages 4(not
shown) brought into the backyard with a cargo 9ca. (For
a typical example, a set of the cartons CA is wrapped
with a thin plastic film PF and pallet ID 40 is attached to it.)
[0021] Existing actual ID codes of all of the packages
4 may be read from outside of the carton CA or the pallet
PA or container 300 by reading device 210 as a reading
step.
[0022] For example, the actual ID codes can be read
all at once through antennas 211 remotely from the ceil-
ing 213 and/or the gates 214 of the backyard and/or car-
rying paths (Fig.17). Reading devices 210 have one or
more large antennas 211 to read the ID codes remotely.
Reading the actual ID codes from outside of the carton
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CA without opening wrappings of the carton CA enables
keeping the ID codes clean and decreases the possibility
of frauds in the backyard and/or carrying paths.
[0023] The packages 2 are delivered by plural vehicles
9, 9c from the backyard 8 to pits 10 and from the pits 10
to game tables 11 for game plays. All existing packages
2 in casino 6 are monitored with reading each ID codes
of all existing packages 2 of shuffled playing cards at
predetermined places by cameras 12 or the barcode
reader R. The monitoring cameras 12 are disposed or
equipped at places from the backyard 8 to pits 10 and
game tables 11 so as to be able to read each and all
barcodes 3 (as ID codes) of all existing packages 2 of
shuffled playing cards in casinos 6.
[0024] In this embodiment multiple AGV (automatic
guided vehicle) as vehicles 9 transfer the packages 2 of
shuffled playing cards 1s from the backyard 8 to pits 10
for playing games. Multiple packages 2 (at least 16 pack-
ages) may be stored in each pits 10 and carried on the
game tables 11 by other vehicles 9c. The AGV (vehicles
9) delivers multiple packages 2 from the backyard 8 to
each pits 10 through programmed routes 13 in casino 6
wherein the vehicles 9 with packages 2 are monitored
by administrating system 7 by using cameras 12 etc. at
predetermined certain places of routes 13 in casino 6.
[0025] The administrating system 7 is achieved by a
computer apparatus (as an administrating controller
which has functions said below) and methods or process
functions are achieved by installing in a computer with a
program which is executed by a computer processor. The
administrating system 7 performs the administration as
follows.

1) Registering step for registering all of ID codes 4
of the packages 2 which have been brought into a
back yard 8 in the data base 7b. To register all of ID
codes of the packages 2 supplied to casinos 6 they
may use a data from a factory or Carton ID 30 or
pallet ID 40 instead of reading all of barcodes 3 of
the packages or reading the ID code 4 by the cam-
eras 12 or reading devices for RFID tag (not shown).
The 2-dimentional code reader like QR code reader
may be used instead of the barcode reader R in this
embodiment of the present invention.
2) An administrating step for reading all of the ID
codes 4 of packages 2 which have been brought into
the pit 10 and monitoring each ID code 4 of all existing
packages 2 of shuffled game cards at the pit 10 by
obtaining each ID codes 4 of all existing packages
2 of shuffled game cards at the pit 10 by ID code
reader(s) R (the cameras 12 or other reading devices
may be used).

[0026] In the administrating step at the pit 10 all of ID
codes 4 of the packages 2 are examined whether it is
the one preliminarily brought into the back yard 8 and
having been registered in the data base 7b or not. The
images obtained by the monitoring cameras 12 are sent

to the administrating system 7 by communication device
(by wire or wireless) and analyzed in administrating sys-
tem 7 and every ID codes of all packages 2 in the images
and ID codes monitored by monitoring cameras 12 or
read by the barcode reader R are identified as the evi-
dence of the actual existence at the pit 10. The images
are obtained by the monitoring cameras 12 and sent at
predetermined timing (like every 5 minutes or every 1
hour etc). Administrating system 7 matches every ID
codes 4 of all existing packages 2 obtained by the mon-
itoring cameras 12 or read by barcode reader R at each
pit 10 with the registered ID codes 4 of the packages 2
in the data base 7b at predetermined timing (like every
5 minutes or every 1 hour etc). The registered ID codes
4 of the packages 2 which are in the data base 7b were
(are) the basic data which supposed to be existed in ca-
sino 6 as having been (or supposed to be) delivered to
the backyard 8.
[0027] The ID codes 4 of the packages 2 at the pit 10
are checked every time when each package 2 has arrived
at the pit 10 and left from the pit 10 for the monitoring.
The packages 2 at the pit 10 are also monitored whether
it is exist on the pit 10 or not at predetermined timing (ex.
every one minute or 5 five minutes or one hour or more)
by the administrating system 7. A keeping box may be
used for containing plurality of packages 2 of shuffled
game cards and monitoring ID codes 4 attached to the
packages at the pit 10.
[0028] The packages 2 in the pits 10 will be carried to
game tables 11 by vehicles 9c and the packages 2 are
put on the game tables 11 for playing games (like Bac-
carat game). When the shuffled playing cards 1s is to be
used in games on game tables 11, it is housed in a card
dealing shoe S after the package 2 is undone to enable
the cards of the shuffled playing cards 1s to be dealt one
by one from the card dealing shoe S (Fig.1). During the
game, the dealer (D) deals the cards 1 from the card
dealing shoe S onto a game table 11.
[0029] Just before breaking the package 2 on the game
table 11, ID codes 4 of the packages 2 is read by the
barcode reader R of the card dealing shoe S for the pur-
pose of acknowledging the ID codes of the packages 2
as it is the one after use at each playing table 11. The
registered ID codes 4 of the packages 2 in the data base
will be deleted from the data base 7b or acknowledged
and registered as after use at each game tables 11 when
the package 2 is selected for the next use of the games
at playing table 11 and read by the barcode reader R.
The ID codes 4 of the packages 2 read for the next use
is sent to and examined by the administrating controller
7 whether the packages 2 is the one preliminarily expect-
ed to be on the game table 11 or the one arrived at pre-
liminarily expected timing by judging at least one of the
followings or any suspicious package 2 which is not prop-
er one or the one expected to be on the game table 11
or not the one arrived at proper timing or period of time
(not preliminarily expected timing).
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1) whether it was carried through predetermined de-
livery rout 13,
2) whether it have been missing one,
3) whether it has not been registered,
4) whether it has been unused in the pit 10 more
than predetermined period,
5) whether it was carried from unexpected pit 10 or
without passing any pit 10,
6) whether it had not been used at any of game tables
11 in the past.

[0030] The ID code reader (may be barcode reader R)
is connected with the card dealing shoe S on the game
table 11 or may be connected with a shuffle equipment
(not shown) at the game table 11 and the examined re-
sults of the ID codes 4 of the packages 2 may be reported
to the card dealing shoe S or a shuffle equipment about
the existence of any suspicious package 2 for preventing
the usage of the suspicious package 2 by the adminis-
trating controller 7. The card dealing shoe S or the shuffle
equipment may have an output means for alarming or
noticing the examined results of the ID code 4 of the
package 2 for preventing the usage of the suspicious
package 2 or locking further usage of the packages 2.
The administrating step further may have a step for ad-
ministrating whether or not all of registered ID codes 4
of the packages 2 in the data base 7b have been deleted
or acknowledged as after having used at any of game
tables 11 during certain period of time (whether or not
there is any package 2 which has not been used at the
game tables during certain period of time (one week or
one month etc.)).
[0031] The ID code reader is directly or indirectly con-
nected to the card dealing shoe S on the game table 11
and configured to send the ID code of the packages 2 to
the administrating controller 7 to identify the ID code of
the package 2 for the next use and the card dealing shoe
S receives an instruction from the administrating control-
ler 7.
[0032] A keeping box 50 for containing plurality of
packages 2 of shuffled game cards for the method for
administrating packages 2 of shuffled game cards may
be used according to the modified embodiment of the
present invention. The packages 2 at the pit 10 may be
monitored whether it is exist on the pit 10 or not at pre-
determined timing (ex. every one minute or 5 five minutes
or one hour or more) by the administrating system 7 by
using the keeping box (see fig. 4) 50. The keeping box
(see fig. 4) 50 may have reader(s) 51 for reading all of
the ID codes of packages 2 of shuffled game cards inside
the keeping box 50 provided at a cover 52 of the keeping
box 50. The reader(s) 51 of the keeping box 50 may be
the barcode reader R or monitoring cameras 12 (or read-
ing devices for RFID tag or QR code reader (not shown)
may be used instead of by the barcode reader R). The
reader(s) 51 are set to be able to scan X direction and Y
direction to read all of the ID codes of packages 2 by
scanning means 53, 54 (see fig. 4) provided at the cover

52. A communication means 55 is also provided for send-
ing information obtained by the reader 51 to outside the
keeping box 50 (to the administrating controller 7 etc.).
The keeping box 50 has a lock means 56 to prevent open-
ing the cover 52 and taking off the packages 2 from the
keeping box 50. Only during the lock means 56 is un-
locked (opened the cover 52) by the authorized person-
nel in casino 6 they can put in and out the packages 2
from the keeping box 50. The authorized personnel in
casino 6 is the one only authorized to handle the lock
means 56.
[0033] The keeping box 50 has a lock means 56 to
prevent opening the cover 52 and the lock means 56 also
may have an informing or alerting means (may be wire-
less) to inform a state that the cover 52 is opened. With
being informed that the cover 52 has opened, (or any
time) an image of the keeping box may be taken by the
nearest monitoring cameras 12 to record these actions
of taking off or in the packages 2 from the keeping box
50 by authorized personnel or other one. To record these
actions (the opened state image of the keeping box), it
may be confirmed the fact that the only during the lock
means 56 is unlocked (the cover 52 is opened) by the
authorized personnel, they can put in and out the pack-
ages 2 from the keeping box 50. The monitoring of these
images, the existence of all packages 2 in the keeping
box 56 are confirmed.
[0034] Another embodiment of a keeping box 50 will
be described in Fig.4B. A keeping box 50 has plurality of
readers 51 for reading ID code 3 at the inner upper part
of the keeping box 50. By moving each scanning means
53 provided at the upper part of the keeping box 50 in Y
direction, each ID code readers 51 move in Y direction
and read all of the ID codes 3 of packages 2 in each row
below each ID code readers 51. The keeping box 50 has
the door (cover) 52 and the packages 2 can be put in and
out by opening and closing of the door (cover) 52. The
keeping box 50 has lock means 56 to prevent illegal tak-
ing off the packages 2. Furthermore, as an alternative
idea, the keeping box 50 may have the same numbers
of ID code readers at the inner upper part of the keeping
box 50 as the maximum numbers of the packages 2 that
can be contained in the keeping box 50.
[0035] Another embodiment of a keeping box 50 will
be described in Fig.4C. A keeping box 50 can be put
under a game table 11 and stock a package 2 for next
game. The keeping box 50 has one ID code reader 51
for reading ID code 3 at the inner upper part of the keeping
box 50. The ID code readers 51 can read the ID code 3
of the package 2.
[0036] In this embodiment multiple AGV (automatic
guided vehicle) as vehicles 9 may transfer the packages
2 of shuffled playing cards 1s from the backyard 8 to pits
10 for playing games by using the keeping box 50. Mul-
tiple packages 2 (at least 18 packages) may be stored
in each pits 10 in the keeping box 50. The ID codes of
packages 2 obtained by the reader(s) 51 at the keeping
box 50 are the evidence of the existing packages 2 in the
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pit 10.
[0037] Administrating system 7 matches every ID
codes 4 of all existing packages 2 obtained by the read-
er(s) 51 at each pit 10 with the registered ID codes 4 of
the packages 2 in the data base 7b at predetermined
timing (like every 5 minutes or every 1 hour etc). The
registered ID codes 4 of the packages 2 which are in the
data base 7b were (are) the basic data which supposed
to be existed in casino 6 as having been (or supposed
to be) delivered to the backyard 8. By matching every ID
codes of all existing packages 2 obtained in each pits 10
by the reader(s) 51 with the registered ID codes 4 of the
packages 2 in the data base 7b, monitoring of all existing
packages 2 at pits 10 are performed at predetermined
timings (in every 5 minutes or less or more). The admin-
istrating system 7 can check whether there is any missing
or excessive package 2 which is not supposed to be in
the pits 10. The administrating system 7 may report re-
sults of the administrating (these matching results) of the
above to an administration section of the casino 6.
[0038] These monitoring and capturing ID codes 4 may
be able to check all of ID codes 4 by comparing with all
of ID code with these having been brought into the back-
yard 8 as a new package whether or not all of the regis-
tered ID codes of the packages 2 of shuffled playing cards
had been deleted as having used cards after the play of
the games during an appropriate period of timing (ex.
when they arrived to the backyard 8). If one of the ID of
the package had been undeleted or acknowledged as
having been used, this would mean that there is inappro-
priate or suspicious stock in casino.
[0039] The images obtained by the monitoring camer-
as 12 may be analyzed in administrating system 7 as
follows:

1) Recognizing every barcodes 3 of ID codes of all
packages 2 in the images.
2) Reading barcodes 3 identified by barcode reading
program as ID code.
3) Registering each ID codes with places read as
the evidence of the existence at its places at prede-
termined timing like every 5 minutes or every 1 hour
etc.
4) Matching every ID codes of all existing packages
2 obtained by the monitoring cameras 12 at prede-
termined places of the existing packages 2 with the
registered ID codes of the packages 2 which are in
the data base in the data base 7b.
5) Calculating whether all of the registered ID codes
of the packages 2 which are in the data base sup-
posed to be existed in casino 6 as having been de-
livered to the backyard 8 are exist or not or excessive
ID codes of packages 2 obtained by the monitoring
cameras 12 is exist or not.
6) The administrating system 7 may report results of
the administrating of the above to an administration
section of the casino 6.

[0040] The calculated ID codes = all ID codes of the
packages 2 which have been brought (unloaded) into the
backyard 8 and registered - (minuses) al of ID codes of
the packages 2 which have been obtained by cameras
12 or by the barcode reader R including ID codes deleted
or acknowledged as it is after use. These calculations
are proceeded with at every places (the backyard 8, pits
10 for game tables 11 and game tables 11, all on vehicles
9 place by place bases). Reporting about ID codes and
number of the lost packages which has (have) been rec-
ognized and of its place(s) at which the lost package had
been existed (The last place founded). Every report with
lost or excessive ID code or other monitored results ex-
isting numbers etc. may be displayed by monitor display
60 at administrating section etc.
[0041] At these steps for administrating a package 2
of shuffled playing cards, each ID codes of the packages
2 on the delivery rout 13 and all vehicles 9 for carrying
the packages 2 from the backyard 8 may be monitored
by cameras 12 wherein the places of vehicles 9 are de-
termined by censors (not shown) and controlled by au-
tomatic guided vehicle system as known of as AGV sys-
tem technology.
[0042] The administrating system 7 is programmed to
monitor each of the ID code of the actual packages and
may recognize the lost ID code at each place of game
tables 11 or at other places by comparing all of existing
actual ID codes at the places thereof with the registered
ID codes at each place obtained by monitoring cameras
by calculating and registering each identified ID codes
at each place by place basis for all the places from the
information obtained and analyzed by cameras 12 and
the administrating system 7.
[0043] The method has further an administrating step
for administrating a number of all actual packages 2 of
shuffled playing cards at the backyard 8 and at every pits
10 for playing tables and game tables 11 and recognizing
whether or not there is a lost package on any carrier 9
during the carrying step by comparing all of existing ac-
tual ID codes on each vehicles 9 with the information of
all of ID codes of the packages of which being obtained
when these packages have been brought into the back-
yard 8.
[0044] This administrating step is very important for
safe operations of casinos. The administrating of all ac-
tual packages 2 of shuffled playing cards at the backyard
8 or at every pits 10 for playing tables or game tables 11
by recognizing whether or not there is a lost package or
an additional package at every these places by compar-
ing all of existing actual ID codes with the information of
all of ID codes of the packages of which being obtained
when these packages have been brought into the back-
yard 8 (or every pits 10 for playing tables or game tables
11) will make it sure that all of the packages in the casinos
are under control.
[0045] Another embodiment of a table game system
of the present invention will be described below. Fig. 5
is a perspective view schematically showing the entirety
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of a table game system according to 2nd embodiment of
the present invention. Fig. 6 is a perspective view of shuf-
fled playing cards to be used in the table game system.
Although a shuffled playing card set 1s is packed in the
table game system of the present embodiment, when the
shuffled playing card set 1s is to be used in the game, it
is housed in a card shoe apparatus S after the packing
is undone to enable the cards 1 of the shuffled playing
card set 1s to be dealt one by one. During the game, the
dealer deals the cards 1 from the card shoe apparatus
S onto the game table. The cards 1 of each shuffled play-
ing card set 1s, which made up of a predetermined
number of decks (normally, 6, 8, 9 or 10 decks), are shuf-
fled to be arranged in a unique and random arrangement
order, and packed as a packing 2 with a barcode 3 (RFID
or RF-tag can be used instead) as an ID code 4.
[0046] In an assembled state, a packing box 4 of the
shuffled playing card set 1s has the shape of a rectan-
gular parallelepiped, encasing the shuffled playing card
set 1s as shown in Fig. 2. The package 2 has zippers
105 provided in two locations at a predetermined interval,
each of which has zipper-shaped cut lines arranged in
parallel to a longitudinal direction of the rectangular par-
allelepiped shape, and has a central band 106 in the cen-
tral portion defined by the zippers 105 provided in the
two locations. A configuration is achieved in which by
removing the two zippers 105 along the cut lines, the left
and right side faces of the package 2 are removed such
that the side faces of the shuffled playing card set 1s
would be exposed (Fig. 5.)
[0047] A cut card 1c is inserted in the shuffled playing
card set 1s before it is set in the card shoe apparatus S.
The cut card 1c is inserted at any place within the latter
half portion of the shuffled playing card set 1s when used
in a game (in the last quarter or one-fifth of the shuffled
playing card set 1s). The cut card 1c is used to end a
game at the game table leaving about 20 to 40 cards 1
in the card shoe apparatus S to prevent any player or
anyone from counting the ranks of the cards 1 dealt dur-
ing a game to predict the ranks of the cards when the
number of cards not yet dealt becomes small. Normally,
when the cut card 1s is drawn during a game, use of the
shuffled playing card set 1s currently in use is stopped
after that game or a few games thereafter, and the game
ends. The shuffled playing card set 1s in the card shoe
apparatus S is replaced with a new set, and a new game
begins.
[0048] In Fig. 8, the card shoe apparatus S of the table
game system of the 2nd embodiment is provided with a
lid 102f that enables the insertion and removal of the
shuffled playing card set 1s. The card shoe apparatus S
has a card guide unit 107 that guides cards 1 that are
manually drawn one by one from a card housing unit 102
onto a game table, a code reading unit 108 that reads,
when a card 1 is manually drawn from the card housing
unit 102C by a dealer or the like of a casino, the code C
that indicates a figure (number, rank) of that card 1, a
winner/loser determination unit 110 that determines the

winner/loser of the card game based on the numbers
(ranks) of the cards 1 sequentially read by the code read-
ing unit 108, and an output means 11 that outputs the
result of the determination made by the winner/loser de-
termination unit 110.
[0049] Fig. 8 shows the cards 1 that form the shuffled
playing card set 1s. A figure is encoded and printed on
each card 1 that is used in a table game such as baccarat
as a mark M in UV ink or the like, which is invisible under
normal conditions. Codes C, each of which is configured
with marks M, are provided in the upper and lower sides
of the card 1 in a point-symmetric manner. Preferably,
the code C is printed in a position where it does not over-
lap with the indications of the card types or indexes with
a paint material that becomes visible when irradiated with
a UV ray.
[0050] Next, the code reading unit 108, which reads
from a card 1 the code C that indicates the figure (number,
rank) of the card 1 when the card 1 is manually drawn
from the card housing unit 102C, will be described in
detail with reference to Fig. 9. Fig. 9 is a plan view of a
main portion of the card shoe apparatus S. In Fig. 9, the
code reading unit 108 is provided in the card guide unit
7 that guides the cards 1 manually drawn one by one
from an opening 113 of the card housing unit 102C onto
the game table 106, with the opening 113 provided in a
front portion of the card housing unit 102C. The card
guide unit 107 is an inclined surface, and a card guide
cover 114 is attached to a portion of the edge of each of
both sides thereof, with the card guide cover 114 also
serving as a sensor cover. Also, each of the two card
guide covers 114 is configured to be attachable/detach-
able with screws or the like (not shown). When a card
guide cover 114 is removed, a sensor group 115 of the
code reading portion 108 is exposed. The sensor group
115 is composed of four sensors, including two ultraviolet
reactive sensors (UV sensors) 120 and 121, and object
detection sensors 122 and 123.
[0051] The object detection sensors 122 and 123 are
optical fiber sensors that each can detect the presence
of a card 1 and movement thereof. The object detection
sensor 122 is placed in the upstream side of the card
guide unit 107 in the direction of the flow (arrow D) of the
card 1, and the object detection sensor 123 is placed in
the downstream side of the card guide unit 107 in the
direction of the flow of the card 1. As shown in Fig. 9, the
object detection sensors 122 and 123 are provided in the
upstream and downstream sides of the UV sensors 120
and 121, respectively. Each of the UV sensors 120 and
121 includes an LED (UV LED) that emits an ultraviolet
ray and a detector. The marks M are printed on the card
1 in UV luminescent ink that emits color when UV ray is
applied. The card 1 is irradiated with the UV ray (black
light), and the detector detects the light reflected by the
marks M of the code C of the card 1. The UV sensors
120 and 121 are connected to a control unit 112 of the
code reading unit108 via a cable. In the code reading
unit 8, the arrangement patterns of the marks M are de-
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termined based on the output signals of the detectors of
the UV sensors 120 and 121, and the number (rank) cor-
responding to the code C is also determined.
[0052] In the code reading unit 108, the start and end
of the reading performed by the UV sensors 120 and 121
are controlled by the control unit 112 based on the de-
tection signals from the object detection sensors 122 and
123. Also, the control unit 112 determines whether a card
1 has properly passed through the card guide unit 7
based on the detection signals from the object detection
sensors 122 and 123. As shown in Fig. 8, the rectangular
marks M are arranged within a framework of two rows
with four columns on each of the upper and bottom edges
of the card 1, and the arrangement of such marks M in-
dicates the rank (number) and the suit (Heart, Spade or
the like) of the card 1. If the UV sensor(s) 20 and/or 21
detect(s) a mark M, such UV sensor(s) will give out an
on signal. The code reading unit 8 determines the relative
relation between the signals received from the two UV
sensors 20 and 21. This enables the code reading unit
108 to identify the code based on the relative difference
or the like between the two marks M detected by the two
UV sensors 120 and 121, thereby identifying the number
(rank) and the type (suit) of the corresponding card 1.
[0053] The relation between the code C and the output
of the on signals of the two UV sensors 120 and 121 are
shown in Fig. 10. It is possible to identify a predetermined
arrangement pattern of the marks M based on a compar-
ison of the results of the relative changes in the output
of the on signals of the UV sensors 120 and 121. As a
result, in two rows (the upper and lower rows), four types
of arrangement patterns of the mark M are possible, and
since patterns are printed in four columns, it is possible
to form 256 types of codes (4 x 4 x 4 x 4). Fifty two (52)
different playing cards are each assigned to one of the
256 codes, and the associations of such assignments
are stored in a memory or by a program as an association
table. The card reading unit 108 can, by identifying the
code C, identify the number (rank) and the type (suit) of
the card 1 based on that predetermined association table
(not shown). Also, 52 cards can be freely associated with
52 codes out of the 256 codes to be stored in the asso-
ciation table, and thus, there will be a variety of associ-
ations between them. Therefore, it is possible to change
the associations among the 256 codes C and the suits
and ranks of the 52 cards depending on the time or place.
Preferably, the code C is printed in a position where it
does not overlap with the indications of the card types or
indexes with a paint material that becomes visible when
irradiated with a UV ray.
[0054] Next, the control unit 112 will be described in
further detail. The control unit 112 is achieved by a com-
puter apparatus, and includes the winner/loser determi-
nation unit 110 that automatically determines the win-
ner/loser of a game, and the like. This process function
(in the control unit 112) is achieved by installing in a com-
puter a program for determining the winner/loser, which
is executed by a computer processor. Also, the control

unit 112 reads from the barcode 3 (it may be 2-dimen-
tional code like QR code) read by the barcode reader R
the shuffled card ID, which uniquely identifies the shuffled
playing card set 1s, and stores the shuffled card ID in a
reading memory 112M. The control unit 112 reads the
barcode 3 with the barcode reader 100, and stores the
uniquely identifiable shuffled card ID. Then, the control
unit 112 identifies the shuffled playing card set 1s that is
currently being used in the game and the current time,
and stores them in connection with the shuffled card ID.
The control unit 112 causes each of the following spec-
ified events that occur while the shuffled playing card set
1s identified by the shuffle card ID is being used at the
game table to be stored in the memory 112M in connec-
tion with the time of occurrence thereof. Also, the ordinal
number of the card subject of the occurrence of the rel-
evant event within the shuffled playing card set 1s cur-
rently set in the card shoe apparatus, or the ordinal
number of the game subject of the occurrence of the rel-
evant event among the individual games played with
such shuffled playing cards (the winner (the player or the
banker) is determined for each individual game, and after
betting chips are settled, the next individual game starts)
is stored.
[0055] The items of specified events to be stored in
connection with the shuffled card ID include at least one
of the following:

(1) a reading error in the cord reading unit 108 of a
card in the identified shuffled playing card set;
(2) an end of a game due to an operation of an end
button 53 to end the use of the shuffled playing card
set 1s currently set in the card shoe apparatus S, or
the drawing of the cut card 1c from the shuffled play-
ing card set 1s currently set in the card shoe appa-
ratus S;
(3) an attempt to draw a card when no card should
be drawn according to the rules of the card game;
(4) an attempt to move or insert a card in a direction
opposite to a drawing direction of the opening 113;
and
(5) an occurrence of a preset irregular operation to
be determined to be irregular by the card shoe ap-
paratus S.

[0056] Note that the reading error in item (1) above
refers to a failure by the cord reading unit 108 that reads
two marks M of the card 1 to identify the card based on
the association table due to the code that is read not
being a predetermined code, or a failure to identify the
number (rank) and the type (suit) of the card 1 that cor-
respond to the code read. With respect to item (2) above,
the end button 53 is pressed to end the use of the shuffled
playing card set 1s currently set in the card shoe appa-
ratus S. Upon this action, the end of a game is registered
in the card shoe apparatus S. Also, if the cut card 1c is
drawn from the shuffled playing card set 1s currently
housed in the card shoe apparatus S, the game ends at
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the next game or after a few games, and the remaining
cards of the shuffled playing card set 1s will not be used
anymore. An attempt to draw any card when no card
should be drawn according to the rules of the card game
as described in item (3) above will be described later.
Any attempt to insert any card in the opposite direction
at the opening 113 as described in item (4) above refers
to a case where the object detection sensors 122 and
123 detect a fraudulent act such as the insertion of any
card in the direction opposite to the direction of the move-
ment of a card 1 (arrow D) under the relevant conditions,
and assumes a case where the object detection sensors
122 and 123 detect movement of a card 1 in the direction
opposite to the arrow D. Any preset irregular situation
that will be determined by the card shoe apparatus S as
irregular as described in item (5) above refers to, for ex-
ample, a situation where the card 1 stays above the object
detection sensors 122 and 123 for a period longer than
the predetermined period, and such irregular situation
has been input and stored in advance in the memory 12M
as a program.
[0057] The memory 112M stores the occurrence of any
security item in connection with the relevant shuffled card
ID read by the barcode 3, and when it stores a security
item, it stores the time of occurrence of that security item
as well. For this purpose, the memory 112M includes a
clock 112t. It also includes an external transmission ap-
paratus 300 for externally transmitting the occurrence of
a security item with the shuffled card ID. Notice of the
occurrence of a security item and the time of its occur-
rence is given to the management division or the pit of
the casino via the external transmission apparatus 300
in connection with the relevant shuffled card ID. The man-
agement division of the casino stores and registers such
transmitted items in connection with the relevant shuffled
card IDs in a database 400. The dealer or the like is also
informed about the occurrence of a security item by the
display made by lamps 151 and a liquid crystal display
unit 152.
[0058] Next, a variation in which an input means 200
is provided instead of the barcode reader R that is capa-
ble of identifying the shuffled card ID will be described.
Instead of reading the barcode 3 with the barcode reader
R to identify the shuffled card ID of the card set currently
being used, a configuration is possible in which a barcode
reader is provided in a separate device installed on the
game table (for example, an apparatus for the disposal
of a card 1 or a device that confirms the card 1 disposed),
and the shuffled card ID [ID code 4 of the card set] to be
used is obtained by such a barcode reader, and the shuf-
fled card ID [ID code 4] is input to the card shoe apparatus
S through communication 201 with such a device. In this
case, the separate device with the barcode reader serves
as an input apparatus capable of identifying the shuffled
card ID [ID code 4].
[0059] Next, a card entry/exit restriction means 130
that restricts the entry/exit of a card 1 to/from the card
housing unit 102C will be described with reference to

Fig.11. The card guide unit 107 is provided with the card
entry/exit restriction means 130 to restrict the entry/exit
of a card 1 via the card housing unit 102C. In Fig. 11(a),
the card entry/exit restriction means 130 is provided in
the card guide cover 114 of the card guide unit 107 that
guides the cards 1 drawn one by one onto the game table
from the opening 113, which is provided in a front portion
of the card housing unit 102C. The card entry/exit restric-
tion means 130 has a structure by which when a card 1
passes through a slot 133 between the card guide unit
107 and the card guide cover 114, a lock member 134
presses the card 1 to block its entry/exit within the slot
133. The lock member 134 is capable of moving in the
direction indicated by the arrow Mo by a driving unit 135
composed of an electromagnetic solenoid, a piezoelec-
tric device or the like, such that it can take two positions,
namely, a position pressing the card 1 (restricted posi-
tion) and a position allowing the card 1 to pass through.
The driving unit 135 is controlled by the control apparatus
112, and moves the lock member 134 to two positions,
namely, a position pressing the card 1 and a position
allowing the card 1 to pass through. The rules of the bac-
carat game are programmed and stored in advance in
the control apparatus 112.
[0060] Next, a variation of the card entry/exit restriction
means 130 will be described with reference to Fig. 11(b).
A card entry/exit restriction means 140 of the variation
has a structure by which when a card 1 passes through
the slot 133 between the card guide unit 107 and the card
guide cover 114, a lock member 136 protrudes into the
slot 133 to block movement of the card 1. The lock mem-
ber 136 is capable of moving in the direction indicated
by the arrow Mo by a driving unit 137 composed of an
electromagnetic solenoid, a piezoelectric device or the
like, such that it can take two positions, namely, a position
blocking movement of the card 1 (restricted position) and
a position allowing the card 1 to pass through. The driving
unit 137 is controlled by the control apparatus 112, and
moves the lock member 136 to two positions, namely, a
position blocking movement of the card 1 and a position
allowing the card 1 to pass through.
[0061] The card entry/exit restriction means 130 (140)
is caused to function by the driving unit 135 or 137 being
controlled by a program of the control apparatus 112 to
prevent the fraudulent entry/exit of a card 1. The card
entry/exit restriction means 130 (140) is provided with
the object detection sensors 1122 and 23 as sensors to
detect movement of the card 1, and has a function of
detecting movement of a card 1 with these sensors 122
and 123 to restrict such movement. The details of the
contents (programmed contents) performed to prevent
the fraudulent entry/exit of a card 1 includes at least one
of the following:
[0062] 1) A function of blocking the insertion of a card
1 inserted or moved in a direction opposite to the direction
of the arrow D, namely, from the exterior toward the card
housing unit 102C via the opening 113. In this case, al-
though the card 1 inserted for the purpose of cheating
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passes through the slot 133 between the card guide unit
107 and the card guide cover 114, the movement of the
card 1 in a direction opposite to the normal direction (the
direction opposite to the arrow D in Fig. 9) is detected
based on the detection signals from the object detection
sensors 122 and 123, and due to the program of the
control apparatus 112, the driving units 135 and 137 will
move their corresponding lock members 134 and 136 to
their respective positions of pressing or blocking the card
1. In this case, the control unit 112 determines that the
situation falls under the security item (4), namely, an at-
tempt to move or insert a card in an opposite direction
through the opening.
[0063] 2) A function of blocking the drawing of a card
1 from the card housing unit 102C when such drawing
should not be allowed based on the information on the
suits and the ranks of the cards 1 read by a card reading
unit (this means the code reading unit 108 that reads
from a card 1 the code C that indicates a figure (number,
rank) of that card 1 when the card 1 is drawn from the
card housing unit 2C). In this case, as described above,
the rules of the baccarat game are programmed in ad-
vance in the control apparatus 112. In the baccarat game,
whether each of the banker and the player should draw
two or more cards 1 is uniquely determined according to
the total of the ranks (numbers) of the two cards already
dealt to each of them. Thus, if the dealer of a table at-
tempts to deal a card 1 in a case where the third card
should not be drawn, which is against the rules, move-
ment of the card 1 is restricted. If the card 1 is attempted
to be drawn at a time or state when such drawing should
not be allowed, movement of the card 1 is detected based
on a signal given by the object detection sensor 122 re-
garding the detection of the card 1, and the driving units
135 and 137 will move their corresponding lock members
134 and 136 to their respective positions of pressing or
blocking the card 1 due to the program of the control unit
112. Then, the lock members 134 and 136 will move to
their respective positions of pressing or blocking the card
1, and the dealing of an additional card 1 is blocked (the
positions shown in Fig. 11). In this case, the control unit
112 determines that the situation falls under the security
item 3, namely, an attempt to draw a card when no card
should be drawn according to the rules of the card game.
This corresponds to item (3) of the above-described
specified events to be stored in connection with a shuffled
card ID. That is, with respect to the above-mentioned
item (3), the occurrence of an attempt to draw a card
when no card should be drawn according to the rules of
the card game is registered in the control unit 112.
[0064] For each shuffled card ID of the shuffled playing
card set 1s, when an event falling under any of the spec-
ified events (security items) occurs thereto, the manage-
ment division or the pit of the casino is informed via an
external transmission apparatus 300 of the fact and the
time of said occurrence in connection with the relevant
shuffled card ID, and such information is forwarded to
the database 400 and stored therein. Furthermore, the

dealer or the like is informed of the occurrence of a se-
curity item by the display made by the lamps 151 and the
liquid crystal display unit 152. Such transmitted items are
registered in the database 400 of the management divi-
sion of the casino so that an item that falls under at least
one of the following is registered in connection with the
shuffled card ID identified with respect to the card set
currently used in the game, thereby providing overall con-
trol of the operations of the casino or an efficient operation
thereof.
[0065] For the overall control of the operations of the
casino or the efficient operation thereof, the management
division of the casino register in the database and use,
for example, the data items described below.

(1) the game table used;
(2) the dealer (person who draws the cards) in charge
of the game table used;
(3) the start time of the use of the identified shuffled
playing card set;
(4) the end time of the use of the identified shuffled
playing card set;
(5) the time period when the card(s) of the identified
shuffled playing card set were present on the game
table;
(6) information concerning the pit or the card room
where the identified shuffled playing card set is man-
aged before it is delivered to the relevant game table;
(7) information concerning the process of disposal
of the identified shuffled playing card set after its use
at the game table;
(8) information on whether all of the cards of the iden-
tified shuffled playing card set have reached the dis-
posal apparatus;
(9) information concerning the pit or the card room
where the shuffled playing card set identified in ad-
vance is managed before it is delivered to the rele-
vant game table;
(10) information concerning the win and the loss at
the game table where the identified shuffled playing
card set is used;
(11) the time period after the end of the game played
using the identified shuffled playing card set and until
the start of the next game with the new shuffled play-
ing card set;
(12) the time period from the start to the end of the
game played using the identified shuffled playing
card set; and
(13) information on the purchase or procurement of
the identified shuffled playing card set.

[0066] The group code SC will be described in further
detail. As shown in Fig. 12, the card 1 is provided with a
group code SC that is configured by encoding information
that represents the group of the card and is invisible under
normal conditions (for example, UV ink). This group code
SC is provided in the same position in at least the cards
of the same set. The group code SC is a substance or
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material itself that emits, as a code, light rays of different
wavelength spectra when irradiated with light rays of dif-
ferent wavelengths, and is configured such that light rays
of different wavelengths are emitted when irradiated with
light rays of different wavelengths. Whether the group
code SC identified and the group code SC read by the
code reading unit 8 match or not is determined by the
control unit 112, depending on whether or not the prede-
termined wavelength of light ray and that of the read
group code SC match. At the start of the game, the shuf-
fled card ID of the shuffled playing card set 1s that is
housed in the card shoe apparatus S to be used is iden-
tified by reading the barcode 3 (as the ID code 4) with
the barcode reader 100. The shuffled card ID and the
group code SC are associated with each other such that
if the shuffled playing card set 1s to be used is identified,
the group code SC attached to such shuffled playing card
set 1s is identified based on the shuffled card ID. Whether
or not the group code SC identified by the control unit
112 of the card shoe apparatus S matches the group
code SC read by the code reading unit 108 is determined
when the group code SC attached to the card 1 used is
actually read. Thus, it is impossible to know how the
group code SC is determined from the outside.
[0067] A polymer material that has a molecular struc-
ture with which a light ray of a specific wavelength is
emitted against light is printed in the upper and lower
edges of the card 1 as shown in Fig. 12, as the group
code SC. The group code SC cannot be recognized by
human eyes under normal use conditions (daylight, nat-
ural light, or the like). The group code SC is read by the
UV sensor 124. The group code SC is read by the UV
sensor 124 provided in the card guide 7 when the card
1 is guided by the card guide unit 107 as it is slid through
it. Also, the group code SC may be mixed with an infrared
or ultraviolet responsive ink for printing the code C, which
is used for identifying the number (rank) of the card 1, as
printed. Each group code SC within the infrared or ultra-
violet responsive ink cannot be recognized by human
eyes under normal use conditions (daylight, natural light,
or the like). The light source for reading the group code
SC is integrally provided with the UV sensor 124. In this
embodiment, LEDs that emit ultraviolet rays of two dif-
ferent wavelengths (UV LEDs) are used as sources of
light (not shown).
[0068] The group code SC is printed independently
and in the same position at least for the same set, as
described above. However, a configuration is also pos-
sible in which the group code SC is configured using a
certain substance or material that serves as a code, and
such substance or material is contained in the coating
material, anchor coating material, or in the ink to print the
back pattern, mark, index, or the code to indicate the
number of the mark on the surface of the card. As a var-
iation of the present embodiments, the group code may
be printed on the card 1 in a similar manner to that of the
mark M or the barcode 3. The group information, which
indicates the group of the group code, may be different

for each deck or for each plurality of decks of cards 1.
The group information may be differentiated for each ca-
sino or table where the cards are used, or for any other
unit. The group information may be different for each card
supply source (card shoe or the like). In addition, a dif-
ferent group code may be set for each manufacturing lot,
or each casino that uses the cards.
[0069] Combinations described bellows are within our
inventions.
[0070] A system for administrating a package of shuf-
fled game cards,
wherein
a predetermined number of decks of game cards are
shuffled in a random order and individually packaged as
one package, an unique ID code is attached to the pack-
age of each unique shuffled game cards
the system having
an ID code reader disposed at the game table for obtain-
ing the ID code of the packages at the game table to
identify the package which will be the next use for a card
dealing shoe,
and
an administrating controller for monitoring the ID code of
package of shuffled game cards,
wherein,
the ID code of the package for the next use is examined
whether it is the one properly arrived on the game table
or the one arrived at proper timing or period of time by
the administrating controller,
and
at least one of the following items is stored in a memory
or database in connection with the shuffled card ID or ID
code of the package of shuffled game cards in relation
to the card set currently used in the card dealing shoe in
a game:

(1) the game table used;
(2) the dealer (person who draws cards) in charge
of the game table used;
(3) the start time of the use of the identified shuffled
playing cards;
(4) the end time of the use of the identified shuffled
playing cards;
(5) the time period when the identified shuffled play-
ing cards were present on the game table;
(6) information concerning the pit or the card room
where the identified shuffled playing cards are man-
aged before it is delivered to the relevant game table;
(7) information concerning the process of disposal
of the identified shuffled playing cards after its use
at the game table;
(8) information on whether all of the identified shuf-
fled playing cards have reached a disposal appara-
tus;
(9) information concerning the pit or the card room
where the shuffled playing cards identified in ad-
vance is managed before it is delivered to the rele-
vant game table;
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(10) information concerning the win and lose at the
game table where the identified shuffled playing
cards are used;
(11) the time period after the end of the game played
using the identified shuffled playing cards and until
the start of the next game with the new shuffled play-
ing cards;
(12) the time period from the start to the end of the
game played using the identified shuffled playing
cards; and
(13) information on the purchase or procurement of
the identified shuffled playing cards.

[0071] A card dealing shoe with an ID code reader for
a system for administrating a package of shuffled game
cards,
a predetermined number of decks of game cards are
shuffled in a random order and individually packaged as
the package for the system, an unique ID code is attached
to the package of each unique shuffled game cards
wherein
the card dealing shoe on a game table is connectable to
an administrating controller for the packages,
wherein,
the ID codes of the packages being read for the next use
is examined whether it is the one properly arrived on the
game table or the one arrived at proper timing or period
of time by the administrating controller.
[0072] A package of shuffled game cards for adminis-
trating,
wherein
a predetermined number of decks of game cards are
shuffled in a random order and individually packaged as
the package, an unique ID code is attached to the pack-
age of each unique shuffled game cards,
the ID code is for being read at the game table when the
package is selected for the next use of a card dealing
shoe at the game table by a ID code reader,
and
the ID codes of the packages read by the ID code reader
is for being examined administrating system whether it
is the one properly arrived on the game table or the one
arrived at proper timing or period of time.
the ID code reader may be selected from at least a bar-
code reader (it may be 2-dimentional code reader like
QR code reader), a camera or RFID tag reading means.

Embodiment 2

[0073] An embodiment of a system for administrating
a package of shuffled playing cards for s present inven-
tion of administrating method will be described below.
Fig. 1 is a perspective view schematically showing the
entirety of a system for administrating a package of shuf-
fled playing cards in a random order in casinos according
to an embodiment of the present invention. Fig. 2 is a
perspective view of a package of shuffled playing cards
to be used in table games in casinos according to the

embodiment of the present invention. Although a shuffled
playing cards 1s is packaged as a package 2 in the
present embodiment, when the shuffled playing cards 1s
is to be used in the game on the table, it is housed in a
card shoe apparatus after the package is undone to en-
able the cards of the shuffled playing cards 1s to be dealt
one by one. During the game, the dealer deals the cards
from the card shoe apparatus onto a game table. The
cards of each shuffled playing cards 1s, which made up
of a predetermined number of decks (normally, 6, 8, 9 or
10 decks), are shuffled in a random order to be arranged
in a unique and random arrangement order, and pack-
aged with a uniquely identifiable shuffled card ID at-
tached to the package 2 as a barcode 3 for a barcode
reader 100. A RFID 4 (or a RF-tag) may be attached as
the ID code instead of or together with the barcode 3.
[0074] The term ’RFID’ as used herein refers to a Radio
Frequency Identification for a RFID reading device 200.
The shuffled deck of playing cards 1s is shuffled by a
card shuffling device (not shown) in advance in order for
them to be arranged in a random order, and packaged
as package 2 that encases the shuffled decks of playing
cards 1s, sealed with a sealing material or a shrink pack-
aging material in a factory 5 and then supplied to casinos
6 by cartons CA which are containing 18 packages of
shuffled playing cards 1s.
[0075] The administrating system 7 in casinos 6 is used
to administrate whether or not any lost package exist.
During lost or missing of packages one may make cards
mix or exchanged in the package 2 with falls cards pre-
liminary arranged in a certain sequence to control or win
the game on the table. To solve the above problems, the
present administrating system 7 provides a method for
administrating a package of shuffled playing cards.
[0076] The packages 2 with barcodes 3 attached as
unique ID codes are supplied to a backyard 8 of casino
6 by cartons CA which are containing 18 (eighteen) pack-
ages of shuffled playing cards 1s. The packages 2 with
barcode 3 are carried by using plural carriers 9 from the
backyard 8 to a disposition place 10 through at least one
of the places of playing tables 11 to be used for game
plays.
[0077] The administrating system 7 will be described
in further detail. The administrating system 7 is achieved
by a computer apparatus and methods or process func-
tion are achieved by installing in a computer with a pro-
gram which is executed by a computer processor. The
administrating system 7 performs the administrating
methods as follows.

1) All of ID codes of the packages 2 which have been
brought into the backyard 8 are registered to mem-
ories of administrating system 7 (as a registering
step for registering to a data base).
2) Then some of the packages 2 of shuffled playing
cards at the places of the backyard 8 are loaded on
each one of carriers 9 for deliveries in the casino 6
(as a loading step for loading some of the packages
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2 of shuffled playing cards at the places of the back-
yard 8). At this loading step every ID codes of the
packages 2 which are loaded on each one of carriers
9 are read by barcode reader 100 and these ID codes
as a loaded ID code are reported by wireless devices
300 of the carriers 9 to the administrating system 7.
3) Carriers 9 carry the packages 2 from the backyard
8 to one of the places of playing tables 11 through
predetermined delivery route 400 or from tables 11
to tables 11 (as a carrying step).
4) The packages 2 of shuffled playing cards loaded
on carriers 9 are unloaded at a predetermined table
11 to be used for the games on each table (as an
unloading step). Every ID codes of the packages 2
of shuffled playing cards (the barcodes 3 be read by
barcode reader 100) are read when the packages 2
are unloaded together with the unloaded place (un-
loaded place of table 11) from the carrier 9 and these
ID codes are reported by wireless devices 9w of the
carriers 9 to the administrating system 7. The admin-
istrating system 7 has a further checking step for
checking whether or not the same package 2 is un-
loaded at one of the places of playing tables 11 for
twice uses.
5) The packages 2 of shuffled playing cards unload-
ed at a predetermined table 11 are used for the
games (like Baccarat game) on each table 11 and
the cards after used at the games are loaded on car-
riers 9 together with its barcode 3 for caring these
used cards with ID codes to the disposition place 10
(as another loading step). Each carrying paths 400
of all carries 9 for carrying the packages 2 from the
backyard 8 to one of the places of playing tables 11
are being preliminary fixed (programmed) and mon-
itored during the carrying step.
6) Carriers 9 carry the packages 2 of the playing
cards together with its barcode 3 after used in the
games from the places of tables 11 to the disposition
place 10 (as other carrying step).
7) The packages 2 of shuffled playing cards from the
place of tabled 11 on carriers 9 are unloaded at the
disposition place 10 to be destroyed for not being
able to be used for the new games (as an unloading
step). Every ID codes of the packages 2 of shuffled
playing cards are read by its barcode 3 when the
packages 2 are unloaded at the disposition place 10
and these ID codes are reported by wireless devices
9w of the carriers 9 or other to the administrating
system 7.

[0078] When the barcode 3 is destroyed with being
read by barcode reader 100, the ID code is registered as
a destroyed ID code and the ID code of the destroyed ID
is deleted from the registered ID code of the packages
of shuffled playing cards. This step is for being able to
check all of destroyed ID codes by comparing with all of
ID code which will be brought into the backyard 8 as a
new package. This step is for being able to check further

whether or not all of the registered ID codes of the pack-
ages 2 of shuffled playing cards have been deleted for
the results of used cards after the play of the games dur-
ing an appropriate period of day or days. If one of the ID
of the package had been undeleted this means there is
inappropriate stock in somewhere in casino.
[0079] When ID codes of the packages 2 are to be read
the barcode 3 is read by barcode reader 100. Carriers 9
may carry packages 2 from tables 11 to tables 11 (as a
carrying step) as predetermined delivery route. The ad-
ministrating system 7 is programmed to calculate places
and a number of all packages 2 of shuffled playing cards
as calculating step at each places of the backyard 8, the
places of playing tables 11, places of carriers 9 and the
disposition place 10 by using information obtained by the
loading step and unloading step. The administrating sys-
tem 7 calculates with every ID codes bases of places of
all packages registered by the registering step for regis-
tering to a data base of administrating system 7 and each
number of packages at each places by place basis from
the information obtained from both the loading step and
the unloading step. In this case the place means each
the backyard 8, places of carriers 9, the disposition place
10 and the places of playing tables 11.
[0080] The calculation of places and a number of all
packages 2 is proceeded with for example the following
steps;

1) The calculated number = all number of ID codes
of the packages 2 which have been brought (unload-
ed) into the backyard 8 and registered - (minuses)
all number of ID codes of the packages 2 which have
been loaded to all carriers 9 at the backyard 8 (ex.
at the backyard 8).
2) These calculations 1) are proceeded with at every
places (the backyard 8, the places of playing tables
11, all carriers 9 place by place bases and the dis-
position place 10).
3) Calculating and registering each the calculated
numbers of ID codes at each place at place by place
basis for all the places. ID codes which are thought
to be exist at each place are also registered with its
place of all.
4) Summing up each calculated numbers of ID codes
of all places (the backyard 8, the places of playing
tables 11, carriers 9 and the disposition place 10).
5) Comparing total number of ID codes summed us
at summing up step with all number of ID codes of
the packages 2 which have been brought into the
backyard 8 and registered.
6) Reporting about ID codes and number of the lost
packages which has (have) been recognized and of
its place(s) at which the lost package had been lost
wherein the carriers 9 have an alarm for expressing
an emergency when the package has been found
lost during the carrying step. Every report with lost
ID code or monitored results numbers etc. may be
displayed by monitor display at administrating sec-
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tion etc.

[0081] At these steps for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards, each carrying paths of all carries
9 for carrying the packages 2 from the backyard 8 to the
disposition place 10 are being monitored. Each carrying
paths 400 of all carries 9 for carrying the packages 2 from
the backyard 8 to one of the places of playing tables 11
or further to the disposition place 10 are being preliminary
fixed and monitored in the carrying step by administrating
system 7.The places of carriers 9 are determined by cen-
sors (not shown) set at the exit and entrance of each
backyard 8, disposition place 10 and the places of playing
tables 11 for monitoring. The places of carriers 9 may be
also determined by censors (not shown) set at certain
positions on the predetermined delivery routes 400.
[0082] The administrating system 7 is further pro-
grammed to recognize whether or not there is a lost pack-
age by comparing the information of all ID cords regis-
tered in registering step with the ID cords at each every
places of all packages obtained at the calculating step
from both the loading step and the unloading step and
reporting about the lost package to an administrating sec-
tion or to a main administration organization.
[0083] The administrating system 7 is programmed to
monitor each of the ID codes by reading ID codes of the
actual packages of shuffled playing cards which exist at
the places of playing tables 11 and the places of each
carrier 9 of plural carriers 9 at predetermined timing (in
every one hour or 3 seconds etc.) by reading device 100
(barcode reader 100) equipped at every tables 11 and
at each carrier 9 of plural carriers 9. The administrating
system 7 is programmed to recognize the lost ID code
at each place of playing tables 11 or at places of each
carrier 9 of plural carriers 9 by comparing all of existing
actual ID codes at the places thereof with the calculated
numbers of ID codes at each place obtained at step 3)
(calculating and registering each calculated numbers of
ID codes at each place by place basis for all the places
from the information obtained from the calculating steps
and the loading and unloading steps.
[0084] The each carrier 9 has an alarm for expressing
an emergency when the package 2 is lost during the car-
rying step. At the registering step the administrating sys-
tem 7 is programmed to further check all of destroyed ID
codes by comparing with all of ID code of ID codes which
have been brought into a backyard as new package.
There is a displaying system 12 to display the ID codes
of all of the packages as well as the lost package and
the places where the packages exist and is lost.
[0085] The administrating system 7 is programmed to
further administrate each carrying path of all carries 9 for
carrying the packages 2 from the backyard 8 to one of
the places of playing tables 11 or disposition place 10
are being monitored.
[0086] The administrating system 7 is further pro-
grammed to proceed with these further steps;
a reading step for reading all of the ID codes of the actual

packages of shuffled playing cards on the carrier 9 by
reading its ID codes when the carrier 9 starts from the
backyard 8 to one of the places of playing tables 11 and
memorize these ID codes as a start point,
a checking step for checking all of existing ID codes of
the packages 2 of shuffled playing cards on the carrier 9
are same with the ID codes as a start point by reading
its ID codes on the carrier 9 when the carrier 9 has arrived
at one of the places of playing tables 11,
and
a reporting step for reporting the results of checking step
whether or not there is any lost or unknown package 2
with its ID code of the package on the carrier 9 with each
places of the carrier 9 to an administrating section.
[0087] The method has further a monitoring step for
monitoring each of the ID codes by reading ID codes 4
of the actual packages 2 of shuffled playing cards being
carried by carriers 9 at places of each carriers at prede-
termined timings and reporting these ID codes of the
packages 2 on each carrier 9 with each places of the
carrier 9 to the administrating section.
[0088] The method has further an administrating step
for administrating a number of all actual packages 2 of
shuffled playing cards at the backyard 8 and at every one
of the places of playing tables 11 and recognizing wheth-
er or not there is a lost package on any carrier 9 during
the carrying step by comparing all of existing actual ID
codes on each carriers 9 with the information of all of ID
codes of the packages of which being obtained when
these packages have been brought into the backyard 8.
[0089] The method for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to this invention each
carrying paths 400 of all carries 9 for carrying the pack-
ages 2 from the backyard 8 to one of the places of playing
tables or further to the disposition place 10 are being
preliminary fixed and monitored in the carrying step.
[0090] The packages 2 of shuffled playing cards here-
in, multiple packages 2 are contained in the carton CA
and multiple cartons CA are contained in a container 300
on a pallet PA. Like in fig.16, a carton ID by using a carton
barcode 30 is attached to the each carton CA and a con-
tainer ID by using a container barcode 40 being attached
to the container 300 and the each carton ID and the con-
tainer ID provide all information of ID codes of the pack-
ages 2 of shuffled playing cards contained in the carton
CA or the container 300 with providing a data base of
these ID codes of the packages 2. The cartons IDs are
registered in the database with relations to the ID codes
of the packages 2 of shuffled playing cards contained in
the carton CA and the container ID registered in the da-
tabase with relations to the cartons IDs contained in the
container 300 and also relations to all of the packages 2
of shuffled playing cards contained in the container 300.
The carton ID or the container ID may be used to register
all of ID codes of the packages 2 by using the database
when these packages are brought into the backyard 8 of
the casino 6.
[0091] Throughout this specification and the claims
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which follow, unless the context requires otherwise, the
word "comprise", and variations such as "comprises" and
"comprising", will be understood to imply the inclusion of
a stated integer or step or group of integers or steps but
not the exclusion of any other integer or step or group of
integers or steps.
[0092] The reference to any prior art in this specifica-
tion is not, and should not be taken as, an acknowledge-
ment or any form of suggestion that the prior art forms
part of the common general knowledge in Australia.
[0093] An embodiment of the present invention has
been described above and the scope of the present in-
vention also covers the following annexes.

(Annex 1)

[0094] A system for administrating a package of shuf-
fled playing cards (see Fig. 18),
wherein a predetermined number of decks of playing
cards are shuffled in a random order and individually
packaged as one package 2, an unique ID code 3 is at-
tached to the package 2 of each unique shuffled playing
cards
the system having
an ID code reader R disposed at the game table 11 con-
figured to obtain the ID code 3 of the packages 2 at the
game table 11 to identify the package 2 which will be
used on a game table 11 with a card dealing shoe S,
and
an administrating controller 7 for monitoring the ID code
3 of package 2 of shuffled playing cards, having computer
readable medium that stores a data base 7d of ID codes
of the packages which have been brought into a backyard
8 of casino 6,
the administrating controller 7 is configured to obtain the
ID code 3 of the package 2 to be used on the game table
11 being read by the ID code reader R and examine
whether the ID code 3 read on the game table 11 is the
one preliminarily being existed for the proper use in the
data base 7d.

(Annex 2)

[0095] The system for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to annex 1, wherein,
the administrating controller is configured to examine
whether the package of the ID code read on the game
table is the one not expected to be on the game table or
the one arrived at unexpected timing.

(Annex 3)

[0096] The system for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to annex 1, wherein,
the administrating controller is configured to be pro-
grammed to examine the package by at least one of the
followings items;

1) whether it was carried from predetermined deliv-
ery rout,
2) whether it was not missing one,
3) whether it has not been registered in the data
base,
4) whether it has been unused in the pit more than
predetermined period,
5) whether it was carried from unexpected pit or with-
out passing any pit,
6) whether it had been used at any game table in the
past.

(Annex 4)

[0097] The system for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to annex 1, wherein,
the ID code reader is connected to the card dealing shoe
on the game table and configured to send the ID code of
the packages through the card dealing shoe to the ad-
ministrating controller to identify the ID code of the pack-
age for the next use.

(Annex 5)

[0098] The system for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to annex 1, wherein,
at least one of the following items is stored in the com-
puter readable medium in connection with the ID code
of the package of shuffled playing cards and further ex-
amined whether the package of the ID code read on the
game table is not expected or unexpected timing by these
items:

(1) the game table to be used;
(2) the dealer (person who draws cards) in charge
of the game table to be used;
(3) the expected end time of the use of each package
of shuffled playing cards on the game table;
(4) the information concerning the pit or the card
room where each package of shuffled playing cards
are expected to be carried before it is delivered to
the relevant game table.

(Annex 6)

[0099] The system for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to annex 1, wherein,
the ID code of the package being read for the next use
will be deleted or acknowledged as the one having been
used at the game table by the administrating controller.

(Annex 7)

[0100] The system for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to one of annex 1,
wherein
the card dealing shoe has a output means for alarming
the examined results of the ID code of the package for
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the next use about the existence of any suspicious pack-
age for preventing the usage of the suspicious package.

(Annex 8)

[0101] The system for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to one of annex 1,
wherein
the card dealing shoe has a lock means for preventing a
usage of the detected suspicious package by the exam-
ined results of the ID code of the package or an instruction
for not using the next use by an user of a casino.
[0102] The card dealing shoe may also has an alarm
function for alarming to prevent a usage of the package
by an instruction for not using the next use by an user of
a casino according to an instruction from the administrat-
ing controller.

(Annex 9)

[0103] The system for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to one of annex 1,
wherein
the card dealing shoe has a lock means for preventing a
usage of the package by the examined results of the ID
code of the package for the next use,
wherein the administrating controller may identify or des-
ignate ID code of the package which shall not be used
at the game table.

(Annex 10)

[0104] The system for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to the annex 1,
all of the ID code of the packages which have been
brought into the back yard are provided by a factory who
has made the packages and registered in the computer
readable medium that stores the data base, a container
ID, a pallet ID or a carton ID may be used for registering
the ID codes of the packages wherein each ID codes of
the packages which have been brought into a backyard
of casino are associated with the container ID, the pallet
ID or the carton ID which the packages are stored thereof.

(Annex 11)

[0105] The system for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to annex 10,
the administrating controller is configured to search from
the each ID code of the package to the place where the
package exists or the administrating controller is config-
ured to search the ID code of the package identified from
a container ID, a pallet ID or a carton ID which has stored
the packages and prohibit the packages from being used
at the game table.

(Annex 12)

[0106] The system for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to one the annex 1,
multiple packages are carried on a vehicles for transfer-
ring the packages of shuffled playing cards from a back-
yard to the pits for game tables and are monitored while
carrying on routes by the administrating controller wheth-
er there is any lost package or not by reading each ID
code of the package.

(Annex 13)

[0107] The system for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to one the annex 1,
multiple packages are monitored by reading each ID
code of the package at predetermined places from the
backyard to the pits or the game tables and registered in
computer readable medium by the administrating con-
troller.

(Annex 14)

[0108] The system for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to the annex 1,
all of the ID code of the packages which have been
brought into the back yard are administrated with a group
of packages which have been contained in one container
and ID codes of the group of packages are registered
and the number or ID codes of the packages unused in
the group of packages are monitored or detected.

(Annex 15)

[0109] A keeping box for containing one or more pack-
ages of shuffled playing cards and monitoring ID codes
attached to the packages which has one or more readers
configured to read the ID code of package of shuffled
playing cards in the keeping box, a communication
means for sending information or image(s) obtained by
the reader to outside the keeping box and a lock means
configured to prevent taking off the package from the
keeping box. And the keeping box may be able to connect
a carrier to carry the one or more packages. The keeping
box may have a carrying function to carry the one or more
packages.

(Annex 16)

[0110] A method for administrating a package of shuf-
fled playing cards (see Fig.19), wherein
a predetermined number of decks of playing cards are
shuffled in a random order and individually packaged as
a set of shuffled playing cards, an ID code 3 is attached
to the package 2 of the set;
the method having the steps of:

a registering step of registering to a data base 7d,
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all of ID codes of the packages which have been
brought into a backyard 8,
a carrying step of carrying the packages 2 of the sets
of shuffled playing cards by using plural carriers 9
from the backyard 8 to one of pits 10 or playing tables
11,
and,
an administrating step 7 of administrating numbers
of the packages 2 of shuffled playing cards and ID
codes 3 of the packages at each places (8, 10, 11)
which are the backyard 8 and pits 10 or playing tables
11 by way of monitoring every ID codes 3 of the pack-
ages 2 of shuffled playing cards at each places (8,
10, 11) and of detecting whether or not each package
exists at authorized or programmed place in each
predetermined timing,
wherein the ID code of the package which has been
arrived at playing tables for the next use of a game
is read by the ID code reader and registered to the
data base as the one having been used for the game
or deleted from the data base.

(Annex 17)

[0111] The method for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to annex 16, the method
further having,
in/out checking step for checking whether or not the ID
code read at the place have been existed before coming
to the place by reading each ID code of package which
is brought in or out at each place.

(Annex 18)

[0112] The method for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to annexes 16 or 17,
the administrating step further having,
a reporting step of reporting or alarming about the ID
code of any unauthorized, unexpected or deficiency
package with the place or the carrier where these fact is
found. The registering step is configured to register in/
out information I/O of each ID code of package carried
in or out at each places (8, 10, 11) to a data 7d.
[0113] The reporting step may also report about the ID
code of the package which has been arrived inappropri-
ate timing.

(Annex 19)

[0114] The method for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to annex 16, the method
further having,
in/out checking step by reading each ID code of package
which is brought in or out at each place, and
checking step whether or not all ID codes read at each
places match with the ID codes registered in the regis-
tering step.

(Annex 20)

[0115] The method for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to annexes 16 to 19,
the administrating step further having,
a movement checking step of obtaining every ID codes
of the packages of shuffled playing cards at least two
places in predetermined period of times, grasping inven-
tory information at each place from the ID code obtained
at each place, and checking whether or not a predeter-
mined movement between at least two places has been
carried out.

(Annex 21)

[0116] The method for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to annex 16,
wherein carrying paths of carries for carrying the pack-
ages from the backyard are being monitored in the car-
rying step.

(Annex 22)

[0117] The method for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to annex 16,
wherein multiple packages are contained in a container
where a container ID being attached to the container and
the container ID provides all information of ID codes of
the packages of shuffled playing cards contained in the
container.

(Annex 23)

[0118] The method for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to annex 16,
wherein the container ID is used for registering all of ID
codes of the packages which have been brought into the
backyard.

(Annex 24)

[0119] The method for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to annex 16 in the ad-
ministrating step,
wherein each ID code of the package which has been
arrived at playing tables is read by an ID code reader at
the playing tables before using the package for the game
and registered to the data base as the one having been
used for the game.

(Annex 25)

[0120] The method for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to annex 16,
wherein one or more packages are stored in a keeping
box at least at one of pits or playing tables, and the keep-
ing box is for containing one or more packages of shuffled
playing cards for the method for administrating a package
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of shuffled playing cards.

(Annex 26)

[0121] The method for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to annex 16,
wherein a keeping box is used for keeping or carrying
one or more packages, and the keeping box has a reader
for reading all of the ID codes of packages of in the keep-
ing box, a communication means for sending information
obtained by the reader to outside the keeping box and a
lock means to prevent taking off the package from the
keeping box.

(Annex 27)

[0122] The method for administrating a package of
shuffled playing cards according to annex 16,
wherein the ID code reader is selected from at least a
barcode reader, a 2-dimentional code reader, a camera
or RFID tag reading means.

(Annex 28)

[0123] A package of shuffled playing cards to be used
in a system for administrating a package of shuffled play-
ing cards,
wherein a predetermined number of decks of playing
cards are shuffled in a random order and individually
packaged as one package, each unique ID code is at-
tached to the package of each shuffled playing cards,
the ID code is read by an ID code reader disposed at a
game table configured to obtain the ID code of the pack-
ages at the game table to identify the package which will
be used on the game table with a card dealing shoe,
and
the ID code is configured to be examined whether the
package of the ID code read on the game table is the
one not expected to be on the game table or the one
arrived at unexpected timing by the system for adminis-
trating the package of shuffled playing cards.

(Annex 29)

[0124] The package of shuffled playing cards accord-
ing to annex 28, wherein
the card dealing shoe has a output means for alarming
the examined results of the ID code of the package for
the next use for preventing the usage of the package.

(Annex 30)

[0125] The package of shuffled playing cards accord-
ing to claim 28, wherein
the card dealing shoe has a lock means for preventing a
usage of the package by the examined results of the ID
code of the package for the use.

(Annex 31)

[0126] The package of shuffled playing cards accord-
ing to claim 28, wherein,
the ID code reader is connected to the card dealing shoe
on the game table and configured to send the ID code of
the packages through the card dealing shoe to the ad-
ministrating controller to identify the ID code of the pack-
age for the next use by the system for administrating the
package of shuffled playing cards.

(Annex 32)

[0127] A card dealing shoe for a package of shuffled
playing cards to be used in a system for administrating
the package of shuffled playing cards,
wherein a predetermined number of decks of playing
cards are shuffled in a random order and individually
packaged as one package, each unique ID code is at-
tached to the package of each shuffled playing cards,
the ID code is read by an ID code reader disposed at a
game table configured to obtain the ID code of the pack-
ages at the game table to identify the package which will
be used on the game table with the card dealing shoe,
and
the ID code is configured to be examined whether the
package of the ID code read on the game table is the
one not expected to be on the game table or the one
arrived at unexpected timing by the system for adminis-
trating the package of shuffled playing cards.

(Annex 33)

[0128] The card dealing shoe for package of shuffled
playing cards according to annex 32, wherein
the card dealing shoe has a output means for alarming
the examined results of the ID code of the package for
the use for preventing the usage of the package.

(Annex 34)

[0129] The card dealing shoe for the package of shuf-
fled playing cards according to annex 32, wherein
the card dealing shoe has a lock means for preventing a
usage of the package by the examined results of the ID
code of the package for the use.

(Annex 35)

[0130] The card dealing shoe for the package of shuf-
fled playing cards according to annex 32, wherein
the ID code reader is directly or indirectly connected to
the administrating controller configured to send the ID
code of the packages to identify the ID code of the pack-
age for the next use and the administrating controller
instruct the card dealing shoe for the function of allowing
delivering or not the cards of package from the shoe.
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(1) In case of using the data from a factory and the
data obtained from the result of reading the ID code
of the package by the card dealing shoe.

i) Only the card packaged in the package with
the correct barcode delivered from the factory
can be used at the card dealing shoe. If the pack-
age has the barcode other than the above, the
card shoe will read the barcode, and will gener-
ate a signal or actuate the card lock in order to
prevent the usage of the package.
ii) If the package has stayed at casino longer
than the predetermined period of time, the card
dealing shoe will read the barcode of such pack-
age, and will generate a signal or actuate the
card lock in order to prevent the usage of the
package. (period of time can be predetermined
as one likes.)
iii) The number of the packages stocked can be
determined container by container.
iv) The number of the packages stocked can be
determined in all of the containers.
v) If the package was used at the certain game
table, the card shoe will read the barcode of such
package, and will generate a signal or actuate
the card lock in order to prevent the usage of
the package.

(2) In case of having the function to obtain the moving
information of the packages in casino floor.

i) Only the card packaged in the package with
the correct barcode delivered from the factory
can be used at the card dealing shoe. If the pack-
age has the barcode other than the above, the
card shoe will read the barcode, and will gener-
ate a signal or actuate the card lock in order to
prevent the usage of the package.
ii) If the package has stayed at casino longer
than the predetermined period of time, the card
dealing shoe will read the barcode of such pack-
age, and will generate a signal or actuate the
card lock in order to prevent the usage of the
package. (period of time can be predetermined
as one likes.)
iii) The number of packages stocked in each ar-
ea and the codes of the stocked packages can
be (expectedly) grasped anytime. For example,
it can be grasped like "In XXX area the total
number of the packages coded YYY and coded
ZZZ should be WWW."
iv) All the container’s packages’ expectedly
stocked area can be grasped.
v) If there is a package that has been staying in
certain area for a long time, the software informs
(alarms), or if the package arrives at the card
dealing shoe, the card dealing shoe signals or
locks for preventing using of the cards.

vi) If the already carried package has not yet
been arrived into the next place in certain area,
the package can be checked. In addition, if the
package has not been carried via the right way
(for example, "backflow"), or the package has
been arrived through pits(plural), or the package
has skipped over the place, the software informs
the occurrence of such error. If the package ar-
rives at the card dealing shoe eventually, the
card dealing shoe signals or locks for preventing
using the cards.
vii) When the cards have problems, the software
informs the area where the other cards that were
contained in the same carton the problem cards
were contained, and when the cards arrive at
the card dealing shoe, the card dealing shoe sig-
nals or locks for preventing using the cards.

(3) In case of keeping on reading the barcode of the
package and checking whether the package exist at
the predetermined place by using stock information
obtained by the reading of the barcode.
In this case, the items listed in the above (1) and (2)
can be implemented as a matter of course.
(4) In case of keeping on reading the barcode of the
package during the movement of package.

[0131] If a package is lost for the predetermined period
of time during the movement of the package, we can tell
that package as suspicious by using software, and when
the package arrives at the card dealing shoe, the card
dealing shoe generate a signal or actuate the lock for
preventing using the cards.

i) A package software can tell the casino side as an
alarm whether or not there is the possibility of the
dangerous matter having been occurred. Moreover,
when the suspicious package arrives at the card
dealing shoe, the cards in the suspicious package
cannot be used at the card dealing shoe, which will
leads to sense of security for casino.
ii) Not only the self-checking function for security in
system, but also in case of rejecting the package
manufactured on the specific date since they are
suspicious, and/or in case of considering the card
which is contained in the same carton as suspicious,
the software has the function to search for which
area the said one exist now. The card dealing shoe
can generate a signal, actuate the lock for preventing
using the cards and collect the said one.

Reference Signs List

[0132]

1 card
1s shuffled playing card set
2 packages,
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3 barcode
4 ID codes
6 casino,
7 administrating system,
8 backyard,
12 camera
102C card housing unit
S card shoe apparatus

[0133] Further embodiments:

1. A system for administrating a package of shuffled
playing cards,
wherein a predetermined number of decks of playing
cards are shuffled in a random order and individually
packaged as one package, an unique ID code is at-
tached to the package of each unique shuffled play-
ing cards
the system having
an ID code reader disposed at the game table con-
figured to obtain the ID code of the packages at the
game table to identify the package which will be used
on a game table with a card dealing shoe,
and
an administrating controller for monitoring the ID
code of package of shuffled playing cards, having
computer readable medium that stores a data base
of ID codes of the packages which have been
brought into a backyard of casino,
the administrating controller is configured to obtain
the ID code of the package to be used on the game
table being read by the ID code reader and examine
whether the ID code read on the game table is the
one preliminarily being existed for the proper use in
the data base.
2. The system for administrating a package of shuf-
fled playing cards according to embodiment 1,
wherein,
the administrating controller is configured to exam-
ine whether the package of the ID code read on the
game table is the one not expected to be on the game
table or the one arrived at unexpected timing.
3. The system for administrating a package of shuf-
fled playing cards according to embodiment 1,
wherein,
the administrating controller is configured to be pro-
grammed to examine the package by at least one of
the followings items;

1) whether it was carried from predetermined
delivery rout,
2) whether it was not missing one,
3) whether it has not been registered in the data
base,
4) whether it has been unused in the pit more
than predetermined period,
5) whether it was carried from unexpected pit or
without passing any pit,

6) whether it had been used at any game table
in the past.

4. The system for administrating a package of shuf-
fled playing cards according to embodiments 1,
wherein,
at least one of the following items is stored in the
computer readable medium in connection with the
ID code of the package of shuffled playing cards and
being examined on the game table by one of these
items:

(1) the game table to be used;
(2) the dealer (person who draws cards) in
charge of the game table to be used;
(3) the expected end time of the use of each
package of shuffled playing cards on the game
table;
(4) the information concerning the pit or the card
room where each package of shuffled playing
cards are expected to be carried before it is de-
livered to the relevant game table.

5. The system for administrating a package of shuf-
fled playing cards according to embodiments 1,
wherein,
the ID code of the package being read for the next
use will be deleted or acknowledged as the one hav-
ing been used at the game table by the administrating
controller.
6. The system for administrating a package of shuf-
fled playing cards according to embodiments 1,
wherein,
the ID code reader is directly or indirectly connected
to the card dealing shoe on the game table and con-
figured to send the ID code of the packages to the
administrating controller to identify the ID code of the
package for the next use and the card dealing shoe
receives an instruction from the administrating con-
troller.
7. The system for administrating a package of shuf-
fled playing cards according to one of embodiments
1, wherein
the card dealing shoe has a output means for alarm-
ing the examined results of the ID code of the pack-
age or identified ID code of the package for prevent-
ing the use of the package.
8. The system for administrating a package of shuf-
fled playing cards according to one of embodiments
1, wherein
the card dealing shoe has a lock means for prevent-
ing a usage of the package by the examined results
of the ID code of the package or an instruction for
not using the next use by an user of a casino.
9. The system for administrating a package of shuf-
fled playing cards according to one of embodiments
1, wherein
the card dealing shoe has an alarm function for
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alarming to prevent a usage of the package by an
instruction for not using the next use by an user of a
casino according to an instruction from the adminis-
trating controller.
10. The system for administrating a package of shuf-
fled playing cards according to embodiments 1,
the administrating controller is configured to search
from the each ID code of the package to the place
where the package exists.
11. The system for administrating a package of shuf-
fled playing cards according to embodiments 1,
the administrating controller is configured to search
the ID code of the package identified from a container
ID, a pallet ID or a carton ID which has stored the
packages and prohibit the packages from being used
at the game table.
12. The system for administrating a package of shuf-
fled playing cards according to one the embodiments
1,
multiple packages are monitored by reading each ID
code of the package at predetermined places in the
pits and registered in computer readable medium by
the administrating controller.
13. The system for administrating a package of shuf-
fled playing cards according to one the embodiments
1,
multiple packages are carried on a vehicles for trans-
ferring the packages of shuffled playing cards from
a backyard to the pits for game tables and are mon-
itored while carrying on routes by the administrating
controller whether there is any lost package or not
by reading each ID code of the package.
14. The system for administrating a package of shuf-
fled playing cards according to the embodiments 1,
all of the ID code of the packages which have been
brought into the back yard are administrated with a
group of packages which have been contained in
one container and ID codes of the group of packages
are registered and the number or the ID codes of the
packages unused in the group of packages are mon-
itored or detected.
15. A keeping box for containing one or more pack-
ages of shuffled playing cards and monitoring ID
codes attached to the packages which has one or
more readers configured to read the ID code of pack-
age of shuffled playing cards in the keeping box, a
communication means for sending information or im-
age(s) obtained by the reader to outside the keeping
box and a lock means configured to prevent taking
off the package from the keeping box.
16. A keeping box according to the embodiment 16,
the keeping box is a carrier to carry the one or more
packages.
17. A method for administrating a package of shuf-
fled playing cards, wherein
a predetermined number of decks of playing cards
are shuffled in a random order and individually pack-
aged as a set of shuffled playing cards, an ID code

is attached to the package of the set;
the method having the steps of:

a registering step of registering to a data base,
all of ID codes of the packages which have been
brought into a backyard,
a carrying step of carrying the packages of the
sets of shuffled playing cards by using plural car-
riers from the backyard to one of pits or playing
tables,
and,
an administrating step of administrating num-
bers of the packages of shuffled playing cards
and ID codes of the packages at each places
which are a backyard and pits or playing tables
by way of monitoring every ID codes of the pack-
ages at each places whether or not each pack-
age exists at authorized or programmed place
in each predetermined timing,
wherein the ID code of the package at playing
tables for the next use a of game is read by the
ID code reader and registered to the data base
as the one having been used for the game or
deleted from the data base.

18. The method for administrating a package of shuf-
fled playing cards according to embodiment 17, the
method further having,
in/out checking step for checking whether or not the
ID code read at the place has been existed previ-
ously.
19. The method for administrating a package of shuf-
fled playing cards according to embodiments 17 or
18,
the administrating step further having,
a reporting step of reporting or alarming about the
ID code of any unauthorized, unexpected or deficien-
cy package with the place or the carrier where these
fact is found.
20. The method for administrating a package of shuf-
fled playing cards according to embodiments 17 to
19,
the administrating step further having,
a reporting step of reporting about the ID code of the
package which has been arrived inappropriate tim-
ing.
21. The method for administrating a package of shuf-
fled playing cards according to embodiment 17,
the administrating step further having,
a movement checking step of obtaining every ID
codes of the packages of shuffled playing cards at
least two places in predetermined period of times,
grasping inventory information at each place from
the ID code obtained at each place, and checking
whether or not a predetermined movement between
at least two places has been carried out.
22. The method for administrating a package of shuf-
fled playing cards according to embodiment 17,
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wherein carrying paths of carries for carrying the
packages from the backyard are being monitored in
the carrying step.
23. The method for administrating a package of shuf-
fled playing cards according to embodiment 17,
wherein one or more packages are stored in a keep-
ing box at least at one of pits or playing tables, and
the keeping box is for containing one or more pack-
ages of shuffled playing cards for the method for ad-
ministrating a package of shuffled playing cards.
wherein a keeping box is used for keeping or carrying
one or more packages, and the keeping box has a
reader for reading all of the ID codes of packages of
in the keeping box, a communication means for
sending information obtained by the reader to out-
side the keeping box and a lock means to prevent
taking off the package from the keeping box.
24. The method for administrating a package of shuf-
fled playing cards according to embodiments 17,
wherein the ID code reader is selected from at least
a barcode reader, a 2-dimentional code reader, a
camera or RFID tag reading means.
25. A package of shuffled playing cards to be used
in a system for administrating a package of shuffled
playing cards,
wherein a predetermined number of decks of playing
cards are shuffled in a random order and individually
packaged as one package, each unique ID code is
attached to the package of each shuffled playing
cards,
the ID code is read by an ID code reader disposed
at a game table configured to obtain the ID code of
the packages at the game table to identify the pack-
age which will be used on the game table with a card
dealing shoe,
and
the ID code is configured to be examined whether
the package of the ID code read on the game table
is the one not expected to be on the game table or
the one arrived at unexpected timing by the system
for administrating the package of shuffled playing
cards.
26. The package of shuffled playing cards according
to one of embodiment 25, wherein
the card dealing shoe has a output means for alarm-
ing the examined results of the ID code of the pack-
age for the next use for preventing the usage of the
package.
27. A card dealing shoe for a package of shuffled
playing cards to be used in a system for administrat-
ing the package of shuffled playing cards,
wherein a predetermined number of decks of playing
cards are shuffled in a random order and individually
packaged as one package, each unique ID code is
attached to the package of each shuffled playing
cards,
the ID code is read by an ID code reader disposed
at a game table configured to obtain the ID code of

the packages at the game table to identify the pack-
age which will be used on the game table with the
card dealing shoe,
and
the ID code is configured to be examined whether
the package of the ID code read on the game table
is the one not expected to be on the game table or
the one arrived at unexpected timing by the system
for administrating the package of shuffled playing
cards.
28. The card dealing shoe for package of shuffled
playing cards according to embodiment 27, wherein
the card dealing shoe has a output means for alarm-
ing the examined results of the ID code of the pack-
age for the use for preventing the usage of the pack-
age.
29. The card dealing shoe for the package of shuffled
playing cards according to embodiment 27, wherein
the card dealing shoe has a lock means for prevent-
ing a usage of the package by the examined results
of the ID code of the package for the use.
30. The card dealing shoe for the package of shuffled
playing cards according to embodiment 28, wherein
the ID code reader is directly or indirectly connected
to the administrating controller configured to send
the ID code of the packages to identify the ID code
of the package for the next use and the administrat-
ing controller instruct the card dealing shoe for the
function of allowing delivering or not the cards of
package from the shoe.

Claims

1. A system for monitoring and recording movement of
packages of playing cards in an card game facility,
the system comprising:

a plurality of the packages of the playing cards,
each having remotely readable ID code associ-
ated therewith;
a plurality of ID code sensors for obtaining the
ID code of each of the packages when any at
least one of the packages comes into a detect-
able range of the ID code sensor and for indi-
vidually generating an event signal including in-
formation on the obtained ID code and a location
of the ID code obtained in the card game facility;
a processor for creating, based on the event sig-
nal, an event record including information on the
obtained ID code, a time of the detection and a
location of the detection; and
a database being communicably connected to
the processor,
wherein at least one of the ID code sensors is
installed at a storage area where the packages
are stored in the card game facility,
wherein at least one of the ID code reader sen-
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sors is installed in an area where each of the
packages are carried in the card game facility,
wherein each of the ID code sensors obtains the
ID code when any one of the packages either
enters or departs, or both enters and departs,
the detectable range of the ID code sensor,
wherein the processor writes the event record
into the database, and
wherein the processor creates the event record
periodically based on the event signals gener-
ated by the ID code sensor.

2. The system according to claim 1,
wherein, when an event happens to any of the pack-
ages, the processor is configured to judge whether
any at least one of the packages are missing by com-
paring the event record just created and at least one
of the event records already stored in the database.

3. The system according to claim 1,
wherein the ID code sensor is a camera for capturing
an image in the card game facility,
wherein the packages are carried by a vehicle in the
card game facility, and
wherein the vehicle’s location is monitored based on
the image captured by the camera.

4. The system according to claim 3,
wherein the vehicle is an Automatic Guided Vehicle.

5. The system according to any one of claims 1 to 3,
wherein each of the ID code sensors is wirelessly
connected to the processor.

6. The system according to claim 4,
wherein the AGV is controlled by the processor in
the card game facility.

7. The system according to claim 4 or 6,
wherein the AGV has a keeping box for carrying the
packages of playing card, wherein the keeping box
has a lock means.

8. The system according to any one of claims 3 to 7,
wherein the card game facility is a casino,
wherein the vehicle is operable to hold the packages
which are registered in the database,
wherein the packages are carried into a backyard of
the casino, then transported to pits on gaming floors
in the casino, and then used at a game table, and
then transported to the destruction place.

9. A method for tracking movement of a plurality of
packages of playing cards in an card game facility,
the method comprising:

obtaining ID code of each of the packages when
any at least one of the package comes into a

detectable range of an ID code sensor;
generating an event signal including information
on the obtained ID code and a location of the ID
code obtained;
generating the event signal when any at least
one of the packages either enters or departs, or
both enters and departs, the detectable range;
periodically creating, based on the generated
event signal, an event record including informa-
tion on the obtained the ID code, a time of ob-
taining the ID code and a location of obtaining
the ID coded; and
writing the created event record into a database.

10. A keeping box for containing a plurality of playing
card packages, the keeping box comprising:

an ID code reader for obtaining ID-code infor-
mation on ID code provided with the plurality of
playing card packages, and
a communication means for sending the ID-
code information obtained by the ID code reader
to an administrating controller,

wherein

the administrating controller is configured to ob-
tain repeatedly obtain code information of the
plurality of playing card packages in the keeping
box and judge whether there is a mismatch be-
tween the plurality of playing card packages ex-
isting in the keeping box and the plurality of play-
ing card packages which had been contained in
the keeping box.

11. The keeping box according to claim 10,
wherein the ID code reader is one of a barcode read-
er, a 2-dimentional code reader, a camera and an
RFID tag reader.

12. The keeping box according to claim 10,
wherein the ID-information is image data of the ID
code.

13. The keeping box according to any one of claims 10
to 12 further comprising:

a lock means for preventing from taking the plu-
rality of playing card packages out from the
keeping box.
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